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ABSTRACT
Due to its symmetry properties, second-harmonic generation in plasmonic nanostructures enables the observation of
even-parity modes that couple weakly to the far field. Consequentially, those modes radiate less and thus have a longer
lifetime. Using a full-wave numerical method, we study the linear and second harmonic dynamical responses of a silver
nanorod under plane-wave femtosecond pulse illumination. Depending on the spectral position and duration of the pulse,
the decaying field of the different modes can be separated, and the free oscillations of each mode are well fitted by a
damped harmonic oscillator model, both in the linear and nonlinear regimes. Additionally, interference effects between
different modes excited at the second harmonic are observed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The coherent oscillation of free electrons in metals is known to enable a strong localization of the electromagnetic field.1Those plasmonic resonances can be spectrally tuned by changing the shape and geometry of the nanoparticle(s) and
exhibit a strong dependence on the material and surrounding medium properties.4, 5 The large concentration of surface
charges around metallic nanoparticles allows reaching extreme field intensities that can then enhance nonlinear
processes. One of the many applications of such a field enhancement is the generation of harmonics. Indeed, nonlinear
mechanisms depend on higher power of the intensity and thus benefit from the large intensity found on plasmonic
nanoparticles. Among all nonlinear processes, second harmonic (SH) generation (SHG) has received particular attention
from the plasmonic community.6, 7 The importance of the eigenmode structure of nanoparticles for an efficient SHG has
been put forward with the design of double resonant nanostructures.8-12 Additionally, eigenmode-oriented studies of the
SHG have also been conducted in order to reveal their influence at both the fundamental and nonlinear stages.13-15
Nevertheless, the dynamics of the SHG, especially the response of nanostructures to femtosecond pulses has not yet been
addressed in detail, even though this is of great importance for the coherent control of SH light and for temporal
measurements techniques relying on nonlinear processes.
3

In this paper we extend the study conducted in ref [16] to a more detailed analysis of the interference between dipole and
quadrupole at the second harmonic wavelength for short pulse illumination. We show that the SH field can be observed
to behave like a damped harmonic oscillator for specific pulse durations and widths, and reveal the dynamical
interference between two, or more, eigenmodes.

2. THEORY
The simulations are made using a full-wave method in the frequency domain, namely the surface integral equation
method (SIE).17, 18 One considers only the surface of the nanoparticle that is discretized into triangular elements and, by
enforcing the boundary conditions of the field, one can solve for equivalent currents on the surface. The time harmonic
dependence of the field is of the form
, with = √−1,
the angular frequency in rad·s-1 and the time in s.
Throughout the manuscript we use electronvolts (eV) units to express , i.e. = ℎ / with the frequency in Hz,
the elementary charge, and ℎ Planck’s constant.
To build a signal with a finite duration, more than one frequency is needed. Thus, the second order nonlinear process will
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the nonlinearr susceptibilityy tensor. The second orderr nonlinearity
is considdered to existt only on the surface of thee
nanoparticle where the ceentrosymmetryy is broken. Additionally,
A
the only nonn-vanishing component of the nonlinearr
susceptibilityy tensor is asssumed to be
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Figure 1. Temporal SFG
G computation. The
T incoming excitation
e
Einc is
i used to comppute the linear rresponse EL thaat is in turn
s
PNL. Thhese sources are then used to obtain
o
the nonllinear response.. Each step
used to coompute the nonnlinear surface sources
is computted in the frequeency domain annd the temporall signals are con
nstructed by invverse Fourier traansform.

The femtoseccond pulses arre defined in thhe frequency domain by thee frequency ennvelop
=

/

,

(2)

with
the central frequeency and Δ the width. Thhe Fourier traansform of
gives a teemporal signaal of the samee
Gaussian form
m, with widthh Δ = 2 /Δ . The corressponding full width at halff maximum is
= 2 2ln 2 Δ ≅
2.35Δ .
Since compuutations can be
b made only for a finite amount
a
of freequencies, thee associated teemporal signaal will have a
period = 2 / , with
the constannt frequency step between each frequenccy. For the reesults to be meeaningful, thiss
period must be
b larger than the longest obbservable dynnamic of intereest. Plasmon’ss lifetime are known to be of
o the order of
~10 fs and wee choose a freequency step of
o
=0.02 eV
V, leading to a period = 207
2 fs.
Eigenmodes of the nanorood are obtaineed by lookingg at poles of the
t nanostruccture responsee in the comp
plex frequencyy
b a Drude mo
odel with the following
f
paraameters: ωp=9
9.3 eV, γ=0.033
plane .25, 14 Thhe permittivityy of the silverr is obtained by
eV and ε∞=4..3, with ωp thhe plasma freqquency, γ the damping consstant and ε∞ thhe permittivitty for ω→∞. The refractivee
index of the surrounding medium is set
s to n=1.33. Due to rad
diative and daamping lossess, the eigenfrrequencies aree
, with the reaal part being related to the resonant frrequency and the imaginarry part to thee
complex,
=
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damping ratee. When there is no externaal excitation of
o the system, all the quanttities
evolve freely according to the harmonic dependence Re
R
, th
hus leading to
∝ cos

.

asssociated with an eigenmodee
(3)

t that of a damped
d
harm
monic oscillatoor.26 We can then expect that
t
when thee
This temporaal evolution is analogous to
excitation pullse dies out, thhe free evoluttion of the eigenmodes can be observed given
g
that theiir lifetime is lo
onger than thee
pulse durationn and that theiir resonant freequency is cloose to the pulse central one.

3.. RESULT
TS
3.1 Second harmonic
h
ressponse and eigenmodes
The eigenmoode analysis reveals
r
that thhe three moddes of interestt are the longgitudinal dipoole and quadru
upole and thee
transverse dippole. The longgitudinal dipoole, which is responsible
r
fo
or most of thee linear responnse, has a reall frequency of
1.74 eV and a lifetime of 7.03
7
fs. Thus,, the linear haarmonic respo
onse shows a single
s
peak att 1.74 eV (datta not shown)).
o 2.8 eV and a lifetime of 27 fs, whereaas the transverrse quadrupolee
The longitudiinal quadrupoole has a central frequency of
has a central frequency of 3.38 eV and a lifetime of 3.93
3
fs. The large differencce in lifetime between the three
t
modes iss
t the far-fieldd, and thus looses energy at a small ratee.
explained by their propertties: the quadrrupole is weaakly coupled to
Comparativelly, the dipolarr modes are sttrongly dampeed due to theirr energy leakiing efficientlyy to the far-fieeld. Lastly, thee
transverse quuadrupole is neeeded as an inntermediate sttep at the fund
damental stagee to account ffor the SH dip
polar emissionn,
but its dynam
mics is not observable in thee following annalysis. The eigenfrequenciees and associaated quantitiess of the abovementioned eiggenmodes aree summarized in Table 1.
We first preseent the SHG from
f
the silverr nanorod for a harmonic plane wave at normal
n
incideence and polarrized along thee
long axis of the
t nanorod, Fig. 2. The fiirst small peakk at 2.8 eV (n
notice the scaaling by a facttor 100) correesponds to thee
resonance of the longitudinnal quadrupollar mode at thhe SH frequen
ncy. The seconnd peak at 3.55 eV is due to the resonancee
p
is indeedd
of the longituudinal dipole at the linear stage at 1.744 eV. A multtipolar analysis27 reveals thhat the first peak
mainly quadrrupolar but haas a non-negliggible dipolar contribution
c
as
a well. Indeedd, the large daamping rate associated withh
the transversee dipolar resoonance makess its spectral response
r
relattively large, allowing
a
it to respond to frequency
fr
welll
below 3.38 eV
V.

Figure 2. Second harmonnic spectrum annd eigenmodess. The spectrum
m is decomposeed into dipolar aand quadrupolaar radiative
d transverse dippole are indicateed with black arrrows.
componennts. The eigenfrrequencies of thhe longitudinal quadrupole and
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Table 1. Eigenfrequencies, lifetimes and quality factors Q= ωr/|ωi|

ωr (eV)

ωi (eV)

τ (fs)

Q

Long. dipole

1.74

-0.0936

7.03

18.5

Long. quadrupole

2.80

-0.0244

27.0

115

Trans. quadrupole

3.27

-0.0418

15.7

78.3

Trans. dipole

3.38

-0.168

3.93

20.1

3.2 Pulse excitation, nonlinear response
We now consider the second harmonic response of the nanorod to a short pulse centered at half the resonance of the
longitudinal quadrupole, i.e. 1.4 eV. The Ey field is probed at three points in the far-field at a distance of 10μm, namely
at ±45° and at 0° (y=0, see Fig. 3(a)). Two different pulse widths are considered: 0.14 and 0.21 eV, respectively
corresponding to FWHM of 11 and 7 fs. We first study the longer pulse, i.e. the spectrally narrower one. The field in the
±45° directions shows two distinct regimes, Fig. 3(b). In the first part t < 55fs, interferences are observed. As already
reported in the literature,28, 29 this effect is due to the interference between the longitudinal quadrupole and the transverse
dipolar modes. Here the interference is constructive in the -45° direction (green curve) and destructive in the +45°
direction (red curve). Let us remark however that this will depend on the relative spectral position of both modes as well
as the pulse central frequency. To prove that the above-mentioned mechanism is at play here, we compute the sum of the
fields at the ±45° points. Since they should be out of phase without any interference, this sum reveals the disturbance and
is plotted with black markers on the bottom part. We now plot the field in the 0° direction (blue curve) as it should only
be linked to the dipolar resonance since the quadrupole does not radiate in that direction. It is observed that the dipolar
trace indeed matches the sum of the field in the ±45° direction, confirming the interference effect between the two
modes. Let us note that the almost perfect match between the blue curve and black symbol is fortuitous and is the result
of the relative amplitude of the dipolar and quadrupolar radiation patterns in the ±45° directions as well as the intrinsic
amplitude of each mode. We also note that the field at +45° presents a beating-like pattern during the interference.
For times larger than ~55 fs, the interference vanishes, Fig. 3(b). This is because the transverse dipolar mode is no longer
oscillating. Indeed, its lifetime, 3.93 fs, is shorter than the pulse width, 11 fs, so that it dies out with the driving pulse. On
the other hand, the lifetime of the longitudinal quadrupole is comparatively longer, 27 fs, and one can indeed observe a
free oscillation of the fields in the ±45° directions. Furthermore, with the parameters of the longitudinal quadrupole
given in Table 1, we fit Eq. (3) to the green curve, see black curve in inset in Fig. 3(b). It is apparent that the match
between the damped harmonic oscillator model and the free oscillation and the field obtained with full wave computation
is very good.
If we now look at the case of a shorter pulse excitation, Fig. 3(c), we observe a more complex interference pattern. This
is because the pulse is spectrally broad enough to excite higher order modes that have dipolar-like radiation pattern and
symmetry. We thus observe a beating in the dipolar response due to the interference between (at least two) dipolar
modes. However, the sum of the fields in the +45° directions still matches the dipolar trace, showing that the interference
effect observed in the previous case also occurs when more than two modes are excited at the second harmonic
wavelength. We can also note that the higher order dipolar-like mode has a lifetime large enough to create interferences
well after the excitation pulse has vanished.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Farfield (10 μm
m) second harm
monic responsee of the nanorod. (a) Radiationn pattern of thee longitudinal quadrupole
q
p
of interesst. (b) Pulse of width 0.14
and transvverse dipole exccited at the SH and indication of the field orieentation at the points
eV. Electrric field in +455°, -45° and 0°° respectively inn red, green an
nd blue. The black markers arre the sum of th
he red and
green curvves. The inset shows
s
the field at -45° fitted with
w Eq. (3). (c) Same as in (b) for a pulse of w
width 0.21 eV.

4. CONCLUS
C
SION
The dynamiccs of the second harmonicc generation in a plasmon
nic silver nannorod has beeen studied fo
or short pulsee
excitation. Foor the longest pulse, it has been
b
shown thhat the interferrence betweenn the longitudiinal and quadrrupolar modess
occurs only during
d
the tim
me where the excitation
e
is driving
d
the stru
ucture, due too the very shoort lifetime of the transversee
dipolar modee. In subsequeent times, the longitudinal quadrupole
q
reesonance evolves freely, wiith a dynamicc matching thee
one of a dam
mped harmonicc oscillator. Foor a shorter puulse, the correesponding speectral broadenning allows thee excitation of
higher order modes
m
of dipoolar character.. We thus obsserve a beating
g like interfereence between such high ord
der modes andd
the transversee dipolar one. This dipolarr component again
a
interferres with the quadrupolar
q
raadiation and creates
c
a moree
complicated interference between
b
bothh types of moodes. Those results
r
reveal that the moddal structure of the system
m
w
considerring the nonliinear dynamiccs of the respponse at the ffemtosecond scale
s
and thatt,
studied is of importance when
t response may
m strongly vary
v
with the pulse central frequency andd width.
accordingly, the
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